
For many parks, trails provide the 
dominant attraction, but too often the 
signage placed there to inform visitors 
about a trail—providing maps, info about 
length and difficulty, guides to the flora 
and fauna—often leaves them a bit be-
wildered. We miss a critical opportunity 
if trail signage planning and design does 
not enhance the trail experience for 
visitors. Consistency, continuity, clarity, 
readability, and good design—all assist 
in providing visitors with a sense of con-
fidence and security, which leads to a 
better trail experience and repeat visits. 
This overview highlights approaches to 
building information into trail signage 
design.

From the trailhead to intersections and 
locations where trail conditions change, 
this process reveals how sign functions 
can be related to one another for design 
continuity. It identifies applications 
for trail signing and then refines and 
integrates that kit-of-parts in the most 
effective way to inform a user for the 
type of trail being signed.

While the examples shown have been 
designed for front-country recreation 
trails, they can also be used in back 
county or “primitive” trails as well.  Of 
the many sign types described and 
illustrated here, the integration of 
information and panel design reduces 
the number of signs needed in most 
instances.

Unfortunately, there is no single meth-
od for park signage because such trail 
features such as length, complexity, 
accessibility, and utilization (hikers, 
walkers / cyclists, those on assistive 
devices) determine design. With the 
application of an overall signage system, 
these deviations from standard signs can 
effectively be worked into the overall 
plan so that the visitor experiences visu-
al consistency.

A comprehensive map should identify 
boundaries, land conditions, structures, 
roads, trails, points of interest, scale, 
direction, a legend, and other necessary 
points of information. It is also im-
portant that the map reflects what the 
visitor sees on the ground, e.g. defining 
the connection of trails that merge. 

Our approach to mapping typically 
names each trail segment and shows 
each trail using a color that pops from 
the neutral background. We distinguish 
the spine trail, or dominant route from 
loops, connectors, or intersections. The 
trail section color and name make the 
overall system easier to read and learn. 
Using dotted lines is discouraged be-
cause they confuse trail intersections. 
Forested land masses are drawn lightly; 
small details—from buildings to water 
features—are noted by symbols. A clear 
map needs little explanation and, as a 
result, has a modest legend.

Informing Trail Signage Design
How to enhance the visitor experience 
By Donald T. Meeker

Three primary components form the 
basis of good trail signage design:

• The park trail map

• Application of the Architectural Barri-
ers Act that fits the trail

• Design standards that visually unite 
signage

 The Park Map

The park map, a picture of the overall 
trail system is, in our view, a critical part 
of the plan. Optimized for ease of view 
when standing before the map at the 
trail entrance the map should employ 
a scale that depends on the size of the 
park and the complexity of the trail 
system. A clearly noted “you are here” 
locates the user within the map. We 
recommend using the skills of a cartog-
rapher. 

Regional recreation trail organized with spine trail, loops, and connectors. Entire length of trail is level and 
with hard packed surface. Trail intersections identified for all directions of approach. Waypoints are set at 
tenth mile throughout. 



Good design and planning can enhance 
the function of various types of signs 
and can communicate information in an 
understated way. Here are some of the 
many functions trail signage needs to 
do:
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Trail length delineated in 1/10 mile increments

Colonial Greenway (0.72 miles)7

Upper Trail (0.62 miles)6

Leddy Trail (0.23 miles)2

Cliff Emanuelson Trail (0.11 miles) 1

Mary Anne Johnson River Walk (0.08 miles) 

Emergency Services: 911

You Are Here

S H E L D R A K E  T R A I L
Welcome to the Sheldrake Trail. We hope you 
will enjoy your walk in the woods. 

Accessibility: Trail Conditions

This is an unimproved recreation 

trail. It is not wheelchair 

compatible, but walkable. There are 

narrow sections, but trail is �at 

except where noted on map. There 

are some large rocks protruding 

into the trail but can be walked 

around. Two steep grade sections 

are noted on the map. Alter heavy 

rains some sections may be muddy 

and are note on the trail map

Trail Rules

Leave no trace. 
Take all your waste home

Pets on leash always (8’max).
This preserve is home wildlife
 
No Bikes 
Or motorized vehicles on trail

Stay on trail 
No walking on vegetation

Steep Incline

Steep Incliine

Wet Muddy Areas

Campfire 
Campfire
Palatino Bold/Regular

Campfire 
Campfire
Avenir Next Bold/Regular

Typeface Selection

Shown are two typical typefaces in medium and 
bold weight; a modern roman and san-serif. Both 
are adaptable for signing. 

Graphic Elements

The National Recreation Symbols are handy for 
posting information on maps, rule panels and site 
specific safety signs.

Color Palette

Forest/Trees Information/Trail

Trail

Instruction/Trail

Danger/TrailBase/Background

Symbols/Trail

Warning/Trail

 Interpretation of the Architectural  
 Barriers Act (ABA) 

The authors of the current regulation 
(ABA 1968 42 U.S. Code 4151, Chapter 
10) 1071.2 – 1017.9) used common sense. 
The regulation language “to the extent 
practical” implies that a park manager is 
not required to remove a large boulder 
or provide other domestication. How-
ever, there is an obligation to inform 
visitors of such trail conditions as slope, 
grade, cross slope, surface, and width. 

The referenced  method to identify con-
ditions is extremely detailed and better a 
guide for a fully accessible trail. This rule 
informs a hiker of features or conditions 
so that the user—with or without phys-
ical issues—won’t walk down a grade 
they cannot climb back out.

The common federal method to describe 
a condition identifies the percent that 
does not meet the ABA standard  
(e.g., 14 % of the trail is narrower than 
60” wide). That message posted on a 
panel is ambiguous. Alternatively, the 
trail map, trailhead sign or waypoint 
markers can describe the conditions. A 
clear diagram marking the location of 
a challenging feature and/or a sign at 
a trail bifurcation can identify the best 
accessible route. In addition, noting the 
information in advance of the condition 
is respectful of the user and enhances 
their safety.

 Inclusion of Design Standards

Design standards are the guts of a 
signage system and include the select-
ed type face(s), color(s) and formats 
that create a consistent communica-
tions standard. While sign types vary 
by function, design standards maintain 
consistency. Basic rules include fonts of 
medium stroke width that are sized for 
a particular proposed viewing distance 
and with clear contrast against the 
background. 

Signage by function

Trailhead panel with accessibility information and 
trail rules.
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Emergency Services: 911

You Are Here

S H E L D R A K E  T R A I L
Welcome to the Sheldrake Trail. We hope you 
will enjoy your walk in the woods. 

Accessibility: Trail Conditions

This is an unimproved recreation 

trail. It is not wheelchair 

compatible, but walkable. There are 

narrow sections, but trail is �at 

except where noted on map. There 

are some large rocks protruding 

into the trail but can be walked 

around. Two steep grade sections 

are noted on the map. Alter heavy 

rains some sections may be muddy 

and are note on the trail map

Trail Rules

Leave no trace. 
Take all your waste home

Pets on leash always (8’max).
This preserve is home wildlife
 
No Bikes 
Or motorized vehicles on trail

Stay on trail 
No walking on vegetation

Steep Incline

Steep Incliine

Wet Muddy Areas



For the enjoyment of all visitors and the protection of 
our natural resources, please observe these rules.

Hours
•  Open 8:00am to 10:00 pm daily

Vehicle Permits / Parking

•  Park in designated areas only. No parking on grass.

Campgrounds
•  Registered campers only after 10:00pm 

(limit 6 people per site)
•  Quiet hours: 10:00pm – 8:00am 

Pets Must Be on Leash
•  6 ft. lenfth max and attended at all times
•  Not allowed in buildings or at beaches
•  Owners must pick-up dispose of pet wast properly

Firewood
•  Must be purchased only at this location from DNR 

approved vendors

More Information

www.mndnr.gov

Thank you: Be safe, be respectful, have fun!

Park Rules
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Wet / Muddy Area !

You Are Here

Grade: 3% Avg. Cross Slope: 5% Max Width: 32”-58” Surface: Packed Dirt

Trail Users:

Hiking Mountain Biking Snowmobiling Cross Country Skiing

Trail Rules:
No Motorized Vehicles 
Except Snowmobiles

Leave no Trace
Pack-it Out

Pets on Leash
6ft max.

The Old Growth Loop Trail winds 2.7 miles through a dense deciduous 
forest. Look carefully and you may see the banded iron bedrock 
outcroppings along the trail. This trail connects to the Hematite Trail, the 
Wheeler Trail and returns through historic Soudan Underground Mine area. 

Trail Access
Between Waypoints:

 1  -  3   Exposed Roots

 4  -  6   5% Grade and Rocks 

 8  - 12  Trail Narrow to 32” 

16 - 17  Wet Area 

FRT

2

Stay on the Trail

It is Hazardous to 
Leave the Trail
There are abandoned mine 
vents and unstable surface 
conditions in adjacent 
forest and underbrush.

Hike safely.

A Special Place

Armstrong Bay is on the east end of the 
park. Across the bay (to the west) is Lake 
Vermilion State Park’s new day use area, 
complete with three picnic shelters, water, a 
vault toilet, a boat dock, and a �shing pier. 
�is tour showcases what Lake Vermilion 
State Park looks like as of 2013, but you can 
expect continued additions and changes as 
the park is developed.

Day Use Area Features

Three picnic shelters

Potable water

Vault toilet

Boat dock and �shing pier.

Fishing

Enjoy catching a wide 

variety of �sh. Follow 

state �shing 

regulations.

Camp�res
Today's camp�re smoke can impair tomorrow's scenic views and 
air quality. Please obey restrictions. 

Fires permitted only between 5 pm and 10 pm

Must be in grills or established �re rings

Must be doused with water prior to going to bed or 
leaving campsite

Firewood, pine needle, or cone collection 
prohibited; purchase wood at campground store

Use of power saws prohibited
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Lake Vermilion - Soudan Underground Mine State Park

You Are Here

  

Visiting Armstrong Bay
You’re invited to �sh, ski, camp, picnic 
and relax on the shores of beautiful Lake 
Vermilion. Trails will guide you past 
incredible rock formations, under 
old-growth pine trees, around beaver 
wetlands, and to spectacular views of the 
39,000 acres of open water. 

While you’re here, take a tour a half-mile 
underground to explore the rich stories of 
the historic Soudan Mine – the “Cadillac” 
of underground iron ore mines of the 
early 1900s.

In an emergency call 911

For park ranger call 
(218) 300-7001

For hospital emergency call 
(218) 741-3340  or go to...

Essentia Health-Virginia Hospital
901 9th Street North
Virginia, MN 55792

For comments on the park please contact 
(218) 300-7001 at LVSUMSP
lakevermilion-soudan.statepark@state.mn.us

Sheldrake
Preserve

Trail

Meadow Restoration

Reverberating with the songs of birds, broad meadows of tall 
grasses and lush shrubs greeted the early explorers.

Over the years, park visitors were allowed to hike and 
camp throughout the meadows, resulting in soil 
compaction and the loss of plants. 
This meadow is being restored by allowing native 
plants to recover naturally.

You can help by staying on maintained 
trails and boardwalks so your feet will 
not crush plants, nests, and small 
creatures.

If a tick becomes embedded in your skin, remove it 
with tweezers, clean the bite, and have a doctor 
check you—and the tick.

Avoid Ticks
Few people bitten by a tick get Lyme disease, but those who 
are infected may develop severe skin, joint, heart, or nervous 
system problems. 

Culprit ticks are about 
the size of a dot.

Stay on trails and boardwalks

Tuck pant legs into socks

Avoid brushing against plants, grasses

Use insect repellent

Check yourself for ticks periodically during 
and after outdoor activity

 Signage by function

Good design and planning can enhance 
the function of various types of signs 
and can communicate information in an 
understated way. Here are some of the 
many functions trail signage needs to 
do: 

 Safety: 

Although precautions may 
have been addressed in 
the orientation panels, a 
site-specific panel is ad-
visable using a trail marker 
at the location where the 
warning applies. The leg-
end includes bold-lettered 
instructions, as specific a 
description as necessary, 
and panels that further 
describes conditions and 
consequences if they are 
not obvious.

 Trail Map: 

Trail plotting may in-
clude 1/10 mile waypoint 
markers to measure dis-
tances for runners and 
as location reference 
points for seniors and 
others to direct emer-
gency service providers. 
Unimproved trails also 
need to include ABA 
compliance information.

 Waypoints: 

Usually created as small 
profile, double-sided post, 
these markers are most 
often placed at 1/10 mile 
increments on the trail. 
The graphic panel incor-
porates the abbreviation 
of the trail name, trail 
color, and distance back 
to the trailhead. Long 
trails may use ¼ or ½ 
mile increments. Runners 
use theses to plan and 
time a route and seniors 
as a security marker. The 
location is also referenced 
on the map.

 Trail Identification 

Traditionally employing 
the flag style—single or 
double face signs—are 
generally smaller than 
panels mounted close to 
the ground. Sizing of the 
flag signs depends on 
sightlines and scale of the 
area.

 Trail Guide Signs: 

Every intersection on a 
trail directs the hiker to 
stay on the route or turn 
on to an alternative route. 
The guide sign displays 
the trail names, destina-
tion of each, and arrow 
in each designated trail 
color (distance optional). 
In most cases, the reverse 
side of the panel presents 
similar guidance back to 
the trailhead.

 Conclusion

Good trail signage supports the visitor 
experience of your park. Along with 
good planning, it can help turn an ordi-
nary hike or a routine run into wonderful 
memory. Here are a few take-aways:

• Information should be planned from 
the trailhead to the end point.

• Consistency is critical.

• The map is styled to clearly show trails 
and attributes.

• Information for physically challenged 
is informative for all trail users.

Guidance

 Name + Color

  Waypoint

   Condition



For the enjoyment of all visitors and the protection of 
our natural resources, please observe these rules.

Hours
•  Open 8:00am to 10:00 pm daily

Vehicle Permits / Parking

•  Park in designated areas only. No parking on grass.

Campgrounds
•  Registered campers only after 10:00pm 

(limit 6 people per site)
•  Quiet hours: 10:00pm – 8:00am 

Pets Must Be on Leash
•  6 ft. lenfth max and attended at all times
•  Not allowed in buildings or at beaches
•  Owners must pick-up dispose of pet wast properly

Firewood
•  Must be purchased only at this location from DNR 

approved vendors

More Information

www.mndnr.gov

Thank you: Be safe, be respectful, have fun!
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Grade: 3% Avg. Cross Slope: 5% Max Width: 32”-58” Surface: Packed Dirt

Trail Users:

Hiking Mountain Biking Snowmobiling Cross Country Skiing

Trail Rules:
No Motorized Vehicles 
Except Snowmobiles

Leave no Trace
Pack-it Out

Pets on Leash
6ft max.

The Old Growth Loop Trail winds 2.7 miles through a dense deciduous 
forest. Look carefully and you may see the banded iron bedrock 
outcroppings along the trail. This trail connects to the Hematite Trail, the 
Wheeler Trail and returns through historic Soudan Underground Mine area. 

Trail Access
Between Waypoints:

 1  -  3   Exposed Roots

 4  -  6   5% Grade and Rocks 

 8  - 12  Trail Narrow to 32” 

16 - 17  Wet Area 

FRT

2

Stay on the Trail

It is Hazardous to 
Leave the Trail
There are abandoned mine 
vents and unstable surface 
conditions in adjacent 
forest and underbrush.

Hike safely.

A Special Place

Armstrong Bay is on the east end of the 
park. Across the bay (to the west) is Lake 
Vermilion State Park’s new day use area, 
complete with three picnic shelters, water, a 
vault toilet, a boat dock, and a �shing pier. 
�is tour showcases what Lake Vermilion 
State Park looks like as of 2013, but you can 
expect continued additions and changes as 
the park is developed.

Day Use Area Features

Three picnic shelters

Potable water

Vault toilet

Boat dock and �shing pier.

Fishing

Enjoy catching a wide 

variety of �sh. Follow 

state �shing 

regulations.

Camp�res
Today's camp�re smoke can impair tomorrow's scenic views and 
air quality. Please obey restrictions. 

Fires permitted only between 5 pm and 10 pm

Must be in grills or established �re rings

Must be doused with water prior to going to bed or 
leaving campsite

Firewood, pine needle, or cone collection 
prohibited; purchase wood at campground store

Use of power saws prohibited
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Visiting Armstrong Bay
You’re invited to �sh, ski, camp, picnic 
and relax on the shores of beautiful Lake 
Vermilion. Trails will guide you past 
incredible rock formations, under 
old-growth pine trees, around beaver 
wetlands, and to spectacular views of the 
39,000 acres of open water. 

While you’re here, take a tour a half-mile 
underground to explore the rich stories of 
the historic Soudan Mine – the “Cadillac” 
of underground iron ore mines of the 
early 1900s.

In an emergency call 911

For park ranger call 
(218) 300-7001

For hospital emergency call 
(218) 741-3340  or go to...

Essentia Health-Virginia Hospital
901 9th Street North
Virginia, MN 55792

For comments on the park please contact 
(218) 300-7001 at LVSUMSP
lakevermilion-soudan.statepark@state.mn.us

Sheldrake
Preserve

Trail

Meadow Restoration

Reverberating with the songs of birds, broad meadows of tall 
grasses and lush shrubs greeted the early explorers.

Over the years, park visitors were allowed to hike and 
camp throughout the meadows, resulting in soil 
compaction and the loss of plants. 
This meadow is being restored by allowing native 
plants to recover naturally.

You can help by staying on maintained 
trails and boardwalks so your feet will 
not crush plants, nests, and small 
creatures.

If a tick becomes embedded in your skin, remove it 
with tweezers, clean the bite, and have a doctor 
check you—and the tick.

Avoid Ticks
Few people bitten by a tick get Lyme disease, but those who 
are infected may develop severe skin, joint, heart, or nervous 
system problems. 

Culprit ticks are about 
the size of a dot.

Stay on trails and boardwalks

Tuck pant legs into socks

Avoid brushing against plants, grasses

Use insect repellent

Check yourself for ticks periodically during 
and after outdoor activity

Donald T. Meeker is president of Terrabilt: Wayfinding 
Solutions, a provider of signage and structures, design 
systems and strategic planning for parks and natural 
preserves, located in Westchester County, New York, and 
working with park and trail managers throughout the US.

 Orientation Kiosk: 

Usually a covered structure, the trail orientation structure 
may be upright without roof (for front country vs back 
country). The primary content is the trail map. Trail rules, 
emergency call numbers, description of trail condi-
tions—surface; slope, width, and cross slope—may be 
described and/or displayed. On a larger panel, we include 
signage using a modular panel display so that information 
and orientation are easy to read and displayed without 
clutter.

 Protection:

These resource education 
panels are best used to 
capitalize on teachable 
opportunities along a trail. 
Ideally a system of panels 
describing conditions that 
are being protected, these 
illustrated panel cover the 
environment, wildlife, and 
safety precautions.

 Rules and Regulations: 

This panel delineating et-
iquette and expectations 
is ideally limited to no less 
than five or more than 
eight primary rules with 
succinct descriptions and 
symbols to aid readability. 
This information may also 
be placed as a module in 
the orientation kiosk. 

 Welcome Panel: 

Possible panel content 
includes credits (agency/
grants/sponsor), with 
emergency access infor-
mation (911) and infor-
mation about waypoints 
on the map. This panel is 
generally a module in the 
orientation kiosk.

 Trailhead Panel: 

The trail head panel con-
sists of a single panel that 
includes title, description 
of the trail with summa-
ry of trail surface and 
slope, width, and cross 
slope, and related safety 
warnings. Generally, the 
trailhead includes a trail 
map (small scale) with 
conditions noted.  At this 
location, primary rules are 
featured, using descrip-
tion, related symbols, and 
trail conditions. 


